
How to Guide IXI Personal Flasher
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Step 1
go to www.IXICenter.com download sof tware and Sign in

Good internet connect ion and unit  p lugged in are required

http://www.ixicenter.com/
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Step 2
Click Vehicle list

Update software here 
every time you use it. 
Then it will 
automatically close and 
you restart.
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Check the full list of car makes

Software will always 
populate the latest cars 
you have done.

Software is also European 
based and if you can not 
find the car in the list look 
by using the search engine 
by the ECM
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Step 3

Pick your ECM or Transmission

Software is also European based and if you 
can not find the car in the list look by using 
the search engine by the ECM

Next



Follow the prompts
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Make sure you have the software updated on step 2.

For first time use on this 
vehicle after its made 
connection YOU MUST HIT 
GENERATE NEW

If a tuner has a tune available 
for you in the cloud this will 
show all tunes available for 
the vehicle. 
The updated file will be the 
original file (OEM) available to 
you.



Follow the prompts
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This screen here that gives you a session 

code you must copy it.  It  has a button to 

copy then you send that to the tuner so 

they can make up the tune for you. 

It  looks like this  

{  c08c9f06-e092-45c7-9349-

65ccc491a95b}

You can save it  to a folder on your 

computer in a text document for easy 

access

Made contact with ECM and download all 

needed information 



Check your 
battery charge 

It needs to hold 13 Volts and 

50 AMPS
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Now you are ready to download the tune
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Step 6

View available tunes

For first time users must make 
contact with the tuner on the list or 
Dr Volks providing the tuner with 
the generated session code. 

The tuner will then build the tune 
from the list, he will place it in the 
cloud. 

You will then be notified by the 
tuner it is ready and you can 
reconnect with the vehicle. 

Connect to the vehicle and hit view 
all and the Flasher will access your 
tunes in the cloud.
On the right the information is 
provided for file preparation.
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Step 7
Click on your new tune and do the check sum before writing
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Step 8

Pick your tune and click write file
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Follow the Prompts

You’re a Tuner now!



Summary

When writing follow screen prompts ti l l  the end you 

may be asked to turn the key on and off a few times

When its finished it  will  tell  you shut the key off wait  a 

minute then start  i t .

Now install  the VGCOM cable and check the engine for 

codes .  Then do a auto scan and do a clear all  units.

To test the readiness go to the OBD generic part  of 

VAGCOM look at readiness to make shore there all  

green  
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THANK YOU

www.DrVolks.com

bobtec@comcast.net

781-588-3968

Presentat ion T i t le 14

http://www.drvolks.com/
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